
 
 

 

Frequently Asked Questions 

What’s the maximum auditorium size I can create? 

The maximum auditorium size is limited by the processing ability of your iPad. 

 

iPad 4 / Web-Based: 

Screen: 35m / 114ft 

Width : 40m / 131ft 

Length : 60m / 196ft 

 

iPad 3: 

Screen: 35m / 114ft 

Width : 38m / 124ft 

Length : 60m / 196ft 

 

iPad 2/ iPad Mini: 

Screen: 28m / 91ft 

Width : 28m / 91ft 

Length : 38m / 124ft 

 

What screen formats are available? 

The Digital Screen Modeller allows for the two most common film formats to be set, Scope (1.85:1) and Flat 

(2.35:1).  Currently the Digital Screen Modeller only allows for constant width screens.  If your screen has 

any type of masking system, it is recommended to always set the screen to the largest size.  Switching 

between screen sizes retrospectively will alter the screen size but does not allow for masking.  It is 

recommended therefore to either increase or reduce the bottom picture line (BPL) when doing this 

accordingly. 

 

How can I apply a screen offset? 

Currently the Digital Screen Modeller does not allow for the screen to be offset.  It is recommended that the 

overall auditorium width be set wider by the distance of the offset and the additional seats created by 

disregarded.  For example, assume a 10m screen with an offset of 2m in a 12m auditorium, set the 

auditorium width to 14m disregarding the additional seats added. 

 

What is flat seating? 

Flat seating refers to the first few rows of seating which have no rake/slope.  Currently there is no way on 

the Digital Screen Modeller to apply a rake/slope to these seats. 

 

What is stadium seating? 

Stadium seating refers to the raked/sloped seating in an auditorium. 

 

Can I set curved seating? 

The Digital Screen Modeller does not allow for curved seating. However normal blocks of seating can be 

used along with the seat selection tool to simulate a curve moving around the seating area. 
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How do I set walkways in the seating area? 

Should you wish to set walkways in the auditorium, simply select less seats in the seating area than the 

maximum allowed.  This will allow walkways either side of the seating area to be set. 

 

What are optical losses? 

Optical losses are defaulted to 15% and take into account light losses from port glass, reflectors, colour 

correction and lamp alignment.  This can be set to a maximum of 20%. 

 

What are lamp losses? 

Lamp losses are defaulted to 30% and take into account loss of brightness due to lamp degradation over its 

life.  Typically a lamp loses 20% of its brightness at 20% of lamp hours and 50% brightness at 100% lamp 

hours.  With a 30% lamp loss setting, the Digital Screen Modeller allows you simulate brightness at mid 

lamp life.  If you wish to simulate performance with a new lamp, set the lamp losses to 0%. 

 

How do I choose the correct projector lamp? 

Aside from Christie lamps where specific types are defined, the Digital Screen Modeller uses generic digital 

lamp types.  Some manufacturers may have higher performance lamps with variations. The Digital Screen 

Modeller does not allow for 35mm lamps which by definition do not match the brightness performance of 

their digital equivalents. However should you need to replicate 35mm lamps, you can use optical and lamp 

losses to simulate this scenario. 

 

How accurate is the Digital Screen Modeller? 

The Digital Screen Modeller has been rigorously tested in both controlled and live cinema environments to 

confirm its accuracy.  The tool however is dependent on the accuracy of data entered by the user which is 

then used to make a number of operating condition assumptions.   

 

Whilst the results displayed in the Modeller are theoretically possible there are any number of variables 

which could alter the outcome significantly.  Harkness Screens always recommends users consult with 

Harkness before applying the information supplied in the Digital Screen Modeller in to real-world 

construction projects.  Harkness Screens does not accept any liability for any loss incurred based on using 

the Digital Screen Modeller without any such consultation process. 

 


